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Question 25
25 A wooden cube has an edge length of 6 centimeters and a mass of 137.8 grams. Determine
the density of the cube, to the nearest thousandth.
State which type of wood the cube is made of, using the density table below.
Type of Wood

Score 2:

Density
(g/cm3)

Pine

0.373

Hemlock

0.431

Elm

0.554

Birch

0.601

Ash

0.638

Maple

0.676

Oak

0.711

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 25
25 A wooden cube has an edge length of 6 centimeters and a mass of 137.8 grams. Determine
the density of the cube, to the nearest thousandth.
State which type of wood the cube is made of, using the density table below.
Type of Wood

Score 1:

Density
(g/cm3)

Pine

0.373

Hemlock

0.431

Elm

0.554

Birch

0.601

Ash

0.638

Maple

0.676

Oak

0.711

The student found the density of the wood, but did not state which type of wood the
cube is made of.
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Question 25
25 A wooden cube has an edge length of 6 centimeters and a mass of 137.8 grams. Determine
the density of the cube, to the nearest thousandth.
State which type of wood the cube is made of, using the density table below.
Type of Wood

Score 0:

Density
(g/cm3)

Pine

0.373

Hemlock

0.431

Elm

0.554

Birch

0.601

Ash

0.638

Maple

0.676

Oak

0.711

The student’s response was completely incorrect.
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Question 26
26 Construct an equilateral triangle inscribed in circle T shown below.
[Leave all construction marks.]

Score 2:

The student drew a correct construction showing all appropriate construction marks.
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Question 26
26 Construct an equilateral triangle inscribed in circle T shown below.
[Leave all construction marks.]

Score 2:

The student drew a correct construction showing all appropriate arcs.
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Question 26
26 Construct an equilateral triangle inscribed in circle T shown below.
[Leave all construction marks.]

Score 1:

The student constructed an equilateral triangle, but did not have it inscribed in circle T.
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Question 26
26 Construct an equilateral triangle inscribed in circle T shown below.
[Leave all construction marks.]

Score 0:

The student made an incorrect construction.
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Question 27
27 To find the distance across a pond from point B to point C, a surveyor drew the diagram below.
The measurements he made are indicated on his diagram.
B

yd
120

D

A
230 yd

E

85 yd C

Use the surveyor’s information to determine and state the distance from point B to point C, to the
nearest yard.

Score 2:

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 27
27 To find the distance across a pond from point B to point C, a surveyor drew the diagram below.
The measurements he made are indicated on his diagram.
B

yd
120

D

A
230 yd

E

85 yd C

Use the surveyor’s information to determine and state the distance from point B to point C, to the
nearest yard.

Score 2:

AC and solved arithmetically.
The student used a simplified ratio for –––
AE
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Question 27
27 To find the distance across a pond from point B to point C, a surveyor drew the diagram below.
The measurements he made are indicated on his diagram.
B

yd
120

D

A
230 yd

E

85 yd C

Use the surveyor’s information to determine and state the distance from point B to point C, to the
nearest yard.

Score 1:

The student made one computational error when multiplying 120 and 315.
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Question 27
27 To find the distance across a pond from point B to point C, a surveyor drew the diagram below.
The measurements he made are indicated on his diagram.
B

yd
120

D

A
230 yd

E

85 yd C

Use the surveyor’s information to determine and state the distance from point B to point C, to the
nearest yard.

Score 1:

The student made an error by assuming BD ⫽ EC, but found an appropriate length
–––
for BC.
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Question 27
27 To find the distance across a pond from point B to point C, a surveyor drew the diagram below.
The measurements he made are indicated on his diagram.
B

yd
120

D

A
230 yd

E

85 yd C

Use the surveyor’s information to determine and state the distance from point B to point C, to the
nearest yard.

Score 1:

–––
The student set up the proportion incorrectly, but found an appropriate length for BC.
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Question 27
27 To find the distance across a pond from point B to point C, a surveyor drew the diagram below.
The measurements he made are indicated on his diagram.
B

yd
120

D

A
230 yd

E

85 yd C

Use the surveyor’s information to determine and state the distance from point B to point C, to the
nearest yard.

Score 0:

The student’s response was completely incorrect.
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Question 28
–––
–––
28 In parallelogram ABCD shown below, diagonals AC and BD intersect at E.
D

C
E

A

B

Prove: ∠ACD ⬵ ∠CAB

Score 2:

The student has written a complete and correct proof.
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Question 28
–––
–––
28 In parallelogram ABCD shown below, diagonals AC and BD intersect at E.
D

C
E

A

B

Prove: ∠ACD ⬵ ∠CAB

Score 1:

The student wrote one correct statement and reason.
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Question 28
–––
–––
28 In parallelogram ABCD shown below, diagonals AC and BD intersect at E.
D

C
E

A

B

Prove: ∠ACD ⬵ ∠CAB

Score 0:

The student only wrote the given correctly.
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Question 29

29 Triangles RST and XYZ are drawn below. If RS ⫽ 6, ST ⫽ 14, XY ⫽ 9, YZ ⫽ 21, and ∠S ⬵ ∠Y,
is RST similar to XYZ? Justify your answer.
X

T

Y

S

Score 2:

R

Z

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 29

29 Triangles RST and XYZ are drawn below. If RS ⫽ 6, ST ⫽ 14, XY ⫽ 9, YZ ⫽ 21, and ∠S ⬵ ∠Y,
is RST similar to XYZ? Justify your answer.
X

T

Y

S

Score 2:

R

Z

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 29

29 Triangles RST and XYZ are drawn below. If RS ⫽ 6, ST ⫽ 14, XY ⫽ 9, YZ ⫽ 21, and ∠S ⬵ ∠Y,
is RST similar to XYZ? Justify your answer.
X

T

Y

S

Score 1:

R

Z

The student gave an incomplete justification. No relationship between the proportion
and the included angle was stated.
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Question 29

29 Triangles RST and XYZ are drawn below. If RS ⫽ 6, ST ⫽ 14, XY ⫽ 9, YZ ⫽ 21, and ∠S ⬵ ∠Y,
is RST similar to XYZ? Justify your answer.
X

T

Y

S

Score 1:

R

Z

The student gave an appropriate answer based on a computational error.
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Question 29

29 Triangles RST and XYZ are drawn below. If RS ⫽ 6, ST ⫽ 14, XY ⫽ 9, YZ ⫽ 21, and ∠S ⬵ ∠Y,
is RST similar to XYZ? Justify your answer.
X

T

Y

S

Score 0:

R

Z

The student’s response was completely incorrect.
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Question 30
30 In the diagram below, ABC and XYZ are graphed.
y
A

C

B
x

Y

Z

X

Use the properties of rigid motions to explain why ABC ⬵ XYZ.

Score 2:

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 30
30 In the diagram below, ABC and XYZ are graphed.
y
A

C

B
x

Y

Z

X

Use the properties of rigid motions to explain why ABC ⬵ XYZ.

Score 2:

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 30
30 In the diagram below, ABC and XYZ are graphed.
y
A

C

B
x

Y

Z

X

Use the properties of rigid motions to explain why ABC ⬵ XYZ.

Score 1:

The student had an appropriate explanation but did not explain using the properties
of rigid motions.
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Question 30
30 In the diagram below, ABC and XYZ are graphed.
y
A

C

B
x

Y

Z

X

Use the properties of rigid motions to explain why ABC ⬵ XYZ.

Score 0:

The student did not use the properties of rigid motions to explain the congruence.
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Question 31
–––––
31 The endpoints of DEF are D(1,4) and F(16,14). Determine and state the coordinates of point E,
if DE:EF ⫽ 2:3.

Score 2:

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 31
–––––
31 The endpoints of DEF are D(1,4) and F(16,14). Determine and state the coordinates of point E,
if DE:EF ⫽ 2:3.

Score 2:

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 31
–––––
31 The endpoints of DEF are D(1,4) and F(16,14). Determine and state the coordinates of point E,
if DE:EF ⫽ 2:3.

Score 2:

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 31
–––––
31 The endpoints of DEF are D(1,4) and F(16,14). Determine and state the coordinates of point E,
if DE:EF ⫽ 2:3.

Score 1:

3 instead of ––
2 . The answer is appropriate for the
The student made an error in using __
5
5
mistake made.
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Question 31
–––––
31 The endpoints of DEF are D(1,4) and F(16,14). Determine and state the coordinates of point E,
if DE:EF ⫽ 2:3.

Score 0:

The student expressed an incorrect response without appropriate justification.
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Question 31
–––––
31 The endpoints of DEF are D(1,4) and F(16,14). Determine and state the coordinates of point E,
if DE:EF ⫽ 2:3.

Score 0:

The student’s use of the midpoint formula was irrelevant to the question.
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Question 31
–––––
31 The endpoints of DEF are D(1,4) and F(16,14). Determine and state the coordinates of point E,
if DE:EF ⫽ 2:3.

Score 0:

The student gave an incomplete and incoherent response.
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Question 32
32 As shown in the diagram below, a ship is heading directly toward a lighthouse whose beacon is
125 feet above sea level. At the first sighting, point A, the angle of elevation from the ship to the
light was 7°. A short time later, at point D, the angle of elevation was 16°.
B

A

7¡

D

16¡

125 ft
C

To the nearest foot, determine and state how far the ship traveled from point A to point D.

Score 4:

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 32
32 As shown in the diagram below, a ship is heading directly toward a lighthouse whose beacon is
125 feet above sea level. At the first sighting, point A, the angle of elevation from the ship to the
light was 7°. A short time later, at point D, the angle of elevation was 16°.
B

A

7¡

D

16¡

125 ft
C

To the nearest foot, determine and state how far the ship traveled from point A to point D.

Score 4:

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 32
32 As shown in the diagram below, a ship is heading directly toward a lighthouse whose beacon is
125 feet above sea level. At the first sighting, point A, the angle of elevation from the ship to the
light was 7°. A short time later, at point D, the angle of elevation was 16°.
B

A

7¡

D

16¡

125 ft
C

To the nearest foot, determine and state how far the ship traveled from point A to point D.

Score 4:

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 32
32 As shown in the diagram below, a ship is heading directly toward a lighthouse whose beacon is
125 feet above sea level. At the first sighting, point A, the angle of elevation from the ship to the
light was 7°. A short time later, at point D, the angle of elevation was 16°.
B

A

7¡

D

16¡

125 ft
C

To the nearest foot, determine and state how far the ship traveled from point A to point D.

Score 3:

The student inappropriately rounded the values early when finding the hypotenuses.
The student then correctly used the Pythagorean Theorem to get an appropriate answer.
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Question 32
32 As shown in the diagram below, a ship is heading directly toward a lighthouse whose beacon is
125 feet above sea level. At the first sighting, point A, the angle of elevation from the ship to the
light was 7°. A short time later, at point D, the angle of elevation was 16°.
B

A

7¡

D

16¡

125 ft
C

To the nearest foot, determine and state how far the ship traveled from point A to point D.

Score 2:

The student made one conceptual error using the wrong trigonometric function, but
found an appropriate distance from point A to point D.
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Question 32
32 As shown in the diagram below, a ship is heading directly toward a lighthouse whose beacon is
125 feet above sea level. At the first sighting, point A, the angle of elevation from the ship to the
light was 7°. A short time later, at point D, the angle of elevation was 16°.
B

A

7¡

D

16¡

125 ft
C

To the nearest foot, determine and state how far the ship traveled from point A to point D.

Score 1:

The student had both trigonometric functions written correctly, but showed no further
correct work.
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Question 32
32 As shown in the diagram below, a ship is heading directly toward a lighthouse whose beacon is
125 feet above sea level. At the first sighting, point A, the angle of elevation from the ship to the
light was 7°. A short time later, at point D, the angle of elevation was 16°.
B

A

7¡

D

16¡

125 ft
C

To the nearest foot, determine and state how far the ship traveled from point A to point D.

Score 1:

The student had a correct trigonometric function for finding AC, but used radians.
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Question 32
32 As shown in the diagram below, a ship is heading directly toward a lighthouse whose beacon is
125 feet above sea level. At the first sighting, point A, the angle of elevation from the ship to the
light was 7°. A short time later, at point D, the angle of elevation was 16°.
B

A

7¡

D

16¡

125 ft
C

To the nearest foot, determine and state how far the ship traveled from point A to point D.

Score 0:

The student gave a completely incorrect response.
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Question 33
33 Triangle ABC has vertices with A(x,3), B(⫺3,⫺1), and C(⫺1,⫺4).
Determine and state a value of x that would make triangle ABC a right triangle. Justify why
ABC is a right triangle.
[The use of the set of axes below is optional.]

Score 4:

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 33
33 Triangle ABC has vertices with A(x,3), B(⫺3,⫺1), and C(⫺1,⫺4).
Determine and state a value of x that would make triangle ABC a right triangle. Justify why
ABC is a right triangle.
[The use of the set of axes below is optional.]

Score 4:

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 33
33 Triangle ABC has vertices with A(x,3), B(⫺3,⫺1), and C(⫺1,⫺4).
Determine and state a value of x that would make triangle ABC a right triangle. Justify why
ABC is a right triangle.
[The use of the set of axes below is optional.]

Score 4:

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 33
33 Triangle ABC has vertices with A(x,3), B(⫺3,⫺1), and C(⫺1,⫺4).
Determine and state a value of x that would make triangle ABC a right triangle. Justify why
ABC is a right triangle.
[The use of the set of axes below is optional.]

Score 3:

–––
The student made one graphing error when counting the slope of BA.
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Question 33
33 Triangle ABC has vertices with A(x,3), B(⫺3,⫺1), and C(⫺1,⫺4).
Determine and state a value of x that would make triangle ABC a right triangle. Justify why
ABC is a right triangle.
[The use of the set of axes below is optional.]

Score 2:

The student gave a correct response for the value of x. The work for slope was shown
graphically but the justification for a right triangle was incomplete.
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Question 33

33 Triangle ABC has vertices with A(x,3), B(⫺3,⫺1), and C(⫺1,⫺4).
Determine and state a value of x that would make triangle ABC a right triangle. Justify why
ABC is a right triangle.
[The use of the set of axes below is optional.]

Score 1:

The student gave a correct response with insufficient justification for a right triangle.
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Question 33
33 Triangle ABC has vertices with A(x,3), B(⫺3,⫺1), and C(⫺1,⫺4).
Determine and state a value of x that would make triangle ABC a right triangle. Justify why
ABC is a right triangle.
[The use of the set of axes below is optional.]

Score 0:

The student gave a completely incorrect response.
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Question 33
33 Triangle ABC has vertices with A(x,3), B(⫺3,⫺1), and C(⫺1,⫺4).
Determine and state a value of x that would make triangle ABC a right triangle. Justify why
ABC is a right triangle.
[The use of the set of axes below is optional.]

Score 0:

The student gave an incorrect value of x followed by an incorrect explanation that the
point makes the triangle a right triangle using Pythagorean Theorem.
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Question 34
––– –––
34 In the diagram below, AC ⬵ DF and points A, C, D, and F are collinear on line ℓ.

E
A

C
D
B

F

Let D⬘E⬘F⬘ be the image of DEF after a translation along ℓ, such that point D is mapped
onto point A. Determine and state the location of F⬘. Explain your answer.

Let D⬙E⬙F⬙ be the image of D⬘E⬘F⬘ after a reflection across line ℓ. Suppose that E⬙ is located
at B. Is DEF congruent to ABC? Explain your answer.

Score 4:

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 34
––– –––
34 In the diagram below, AC ⬵ DF and points A, C, D, and F are collinear on line ℓ.

E
A

C
D
B

F

Let D⬘E⬘F⬘ be the image of DEF after a translation along ℓ, such that point D is mapped
onto point A. Determine and state the location of F⬘. Explain your answer.

Let D⬙E⬙F⬙ be the image of D⬘E⬘F⬘ after a reflection across line ℓ. Suppose that E⬙ is located
at B. Is DEF congruent to ABC? Explain your answer.

Score 4:

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 34
––– –––
34 In the diagram below, AC ⬵ DF and points A, C, D, and F are collinear on line ℓ.

E
A

C
D
B

F

Let D⬘E⬘F⬘ be the image of DEF after a translation along ℓ, such that point D is mapped
onto point A. Determine and state the location of F⬘. Explain your answer.

Let D⬙E⬙F⬙ be the image of D⬘E⬘F⬘ after a reflection across line ℓ. Suppose that E⬙ is located
at B. Is DEF congruent to ABC? Explain your answer.

Score 3:

The student gave an incomplete explanation for the second part of the question.
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Question 34
––– –––
34 In the diagram below, AC ⬵ DF and points A, C, D, and F are collinear on line ℓ.

E
A

C
D
B

F

Let D⬘E⬘F⬘ be the image of DEF after a translation along ℓ, such that point D is mapped
onto point A. Determine and state the location of F⬘. Explain your answer.

Let D⬙E⬙F⬙ be the image of D⬘E⬘F⬘ after a reflection across line ℓ. Suppose that E⬙ is located
at B. Is DEF congruent to ABC? Explain your answer.

Score 3:

The student gave an incomplete explanation for the first part of the question.
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Question 34
––– –––
34 In the diagram below, AC ⬵ DF and points A, C, D, and F are collinear on line ℓ.

E
A

C
D
B

F

Let D⬘E⬘F⬘ be the image of DEF after a translation along ℓ, such that point D is mapped
onto point A. Determine and state the location of F⬘. Explain your answer.

Let D⬙E⬙F⬙ be the image of D⬘E⬘F⬘ after a reflection across line ℓ. Suppose that E⬙ is located
at B. Is DEF congruent to ABC? Explain your answer.

Score 2:

The student correctly answered Point C and Yes, but both explanations were incomplete.
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Question 34
––– –––
34 In the diagram below, AC ⬵ DF and points A, C, D, and F are collinear on line ℓ.

E
A

C
D
B

F

Let D⬘E⬘F⬘ be the image of DEF after a translation along ℓ, such that point D is mapped
onto point A. Determine and state the location of F⬘. Explain your answer.

Let D⬙E⬙F⬙ be the image of D⬘E⬘F⬘ after a reflection across line ℓ. Suppose that E⬙ is located
at B. Is DEF congruent to ABC? Explain your answer.

Score 1:

The student correctly answered Point C, but showed no further correct work.
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Question 34
––– –––
34 In the diagram below, AC ⬵ DF and points A, C, D, and F are collinear on line ℓ.

E
A

C
D
B

F

Let D⬘E⬘F⬘ be the image of DEF after a translation along ℓ, such that point D is mapped
onto point A. Determine and state the location of F⬘. Explain your answer.

Let D⬙E⬙F⬙ be the image of D⬘E⬘F⬘ after a reflection across line ℓ. Suppose that E⬙ is located
at B. Is DEF congruent to ABC? Explain your answer.

Score 1:

The student correctly answered Point C, but showed no further correct work.
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Question 34
––– –––
34 In the diagram below, AC ⬵ DF and points A, C, D, and F are collinear on line ℓ.

E
A

C
D
B

F

Let D⬘E⬘F⬘ be the image of DEF after a translation along ℓ, such that point D is mapped
onto point A. Determine and state the location of F⬘. Explain your answer.

Let D⬙E⬙F⬙ be the image of D⬘E⬘F⬘ after a reflection across line ℓ. Suppose that E⬙ is located
at B. Is DEF congruent to ABC? Explain your answer.

Score 0:

The student’s response was completely incorrect.
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Question 35
––– ––––– ––– ––––
––– –––
35 In the diagram of parallelogram ABCD below, BE ⊥ CED, DF ⊥ BFC, and CE ⬵ CF .

Prove ABCD is a rhombus.

Score 6:

The student has a complete and correct proof.
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Question 35
––– ––––– ––– ––––
––– –––
35 In the diagram of parallelogram ABCD below, BE ⊥ CED, DF ⊥ BFC, and CE ⬵ CF .

Prove ABCD is a rhombus.

Score 6:

The student has a complete and correct proof.
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Question 35
––– ––––– ––– ––––
––– –––
35 In the diagram of parallelogram ABCD below, BE ⊥ CED, DF ⊥ BFC, and CE ⬵ CF .

Prove ABCD is a rhombus.

Score 5:

The student had an incomplete given.
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Question 35
––– ––––– ––– ––––
––– –––
35 In the diagram of parallelogram ABCD below, BE ⊥ CED, DF ⊥ BFC, and CE ⬵ CF .

Prove ABCD is a rhombus.

Score 5:

The student gave one incorrect reason.
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Question 35
––– ––––– ––– ––––
––– –––
35 In the diagram of parallelogram ABCD below, BE ⊥ CED, DF ⊥ BFC, and CE ⬵ CF .

Prove ABCD is a rhombus.

Score 4:

The student proved congruent triangles, but showed no further correct work to prove
ABCD is a rhombus.
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Question 35
––– ––––– ––– ––––
––– –––
35 In the diagram of parallelogram ABCD below, BE ⊥ CED, DF ⊥ BFC, and CE ⬵ CF .

Prove ABCD is a rhombus.

Score 3:

The student proved ∠BEC ⬵ ∠DFC and ∠C ⬵ ∠C, but showed no further work.
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Question 35
––– ––––– ––– ––––
––– –––
35 In the diagram of parallelogram ABCD below, BE ⊥ CED, DF ⊥ BFC, and CE ⬵ CF .

Prove ABCD is a rhombus.

Score 2:

The student proved ∠BEC ⬵ ∠DFC, but showed no further work.
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Question 35
––– ––––– ––– ––––
––– –––
35 In the diagram of parallelogram ABCD below, BE ⊥ CED, DF ⊥ BFC, and CE ⬵ CF .

Prove ABCD is a rhombus.

Score 1:

The student used perpendicularity to prove right angles, but did not prove
∠BEC ⬵ ∠DFC.
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Question 35
––– ––––– ––– ––––
––– –––
35 In the diagram of parallelogram ABCD below, BE ⊥ CED, DF ⊥ BFC, and CE ⬵ CF .

Prove ABCD is a rhombus.

Score 0:

The student repeated the given but wrote no relevant statements.
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Question 35
––– ––––– ––– ––––
––– –––
35 In the diagram of parallelogram ABCD below, BE ⊥ CED, DF ⊥ BFC, and CE ⬵ CF .

Prove ABCD is a rhombus.

Score 0:

The student wrote no relevant statements.
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Question 36
36 Walter wants to make 100 candles in the shape of a cone for his new candle business. The mold
shown below will be used to make the candles. Each mold will have a height of 8 inches and
a diameter of 3 inches. To the nearest cubic inch, what will be the total volume of 100 candles?

Walter goes to a hobby store to buy the wax for his candles. The wax costs $0.10 per ounce.
If the weight of the wax is 0.52 ounce per cubic inch, how much will it cost Walter to buy the wax
for 100 candles?

If Walter spent a total of $37.83 for the molds and charges $1.95 for each candle, what is Walter’s
profit after selling 100 candles?

Score 6:

The student has a complete and correct response.
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Question 36
36 Walter wants to make 100 candles in the shape of a cone for his new candle business. The mold
shown below will be used to make the candles. Each mold will have a height of 8 inches and
a diameter of 3 inches. To the nearest cubic inch, what will be the total volume of 100 candles?

Walter goes to a hobby store to buy the wax for his candles. The wax costs $0.10 per ounce.
If the weight of the wax is 0.52 ounce per cubic inch, how much will it cost Walter to buy the wax
for 100 candles?

If Walter spent a total of $37.83 for the molds and charges $1.95 for each candle, what is Walter’s
profit after selling 100 candles?

Score 5:

The student did not give the total volume to the nearest cubic inch.
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Question 36
36 Walter wants to make 100 candles in the shape of a cone for his new candle business. The mold
shown below will be used to make the candles. Each mold will have a height of 8 inches and
a diameter of 3 inches. To the nearest cubic inch, what will be the total volume of 100 candles?

Walter goes to a hobby store to buy the wax for his candles. The wax costs $0.10 per ounce.
If the weight of the wax is 0.52 ounce per cubic inch, how much will it cost Walter to buy the wax
for 100 candles?

If Walter spent a total of $37.83 for the molds and charges $1.95 for each candle, what is Walter’s
profit after selling 100 candles?

Score 5:

The student truncated instead of rounding early when finding the volume and the cost of
the wax.
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Question 36
36 Walter wants to make 100 candles in the shape of a cone for his new candle business. The mold
shown below will be used to make the candles. Each mold will have a height of 8 inches and
a diameter of 3 inches. To the nearest cubic inch, what will be the total volume of 100 candles?

Walter goes to a hobby store to buy the wax for his candles. The wax costs $0.10 per ounce.
If the weight of the wax is 0.52 ounce per cubic inch, how much will it cost Walter to buy the wax
for 100 candles?

If Walter spent a total of $37.83 for the molds and charges $1.95 for each candle, what is Walter’s
profit after selling 100 candles?

Score 4:

The student made an error in finding the volume as well as a rounding error.
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Question 36
36 Walter wants to make 100 candles in the shape of a cone for his new candle business. The mold
shown below will be used to make the candles. Each mold will have a height of 8 inches and
a diameter of 3 inches. To the nearest cubic inch, what will be the total volume of 100 candles?

Walter goes to a hobby store to buy the wax for his candles. The wax costs $0.10 per ounce.
If the weight of the wax is 0.52 ounce per cubic inch, how much will it cost Walter to buy the wax
for 100 candles?

If Walter spent a total of $37.83 for the molds and charges $1.95 for each candle, what is Walter’s
profit after selling 100 candles?

Score 3:

The student made an error by finding the volume of a cylinder, and two rounding errors.
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Question 36
36 Walter wants to make 100 candles in the shape of a cone for his new candle business. The mold
shown below will be used to make the candles. Each mold will have a height of 8 inches and
a diameter of 3 inches. To the nearest cubic inch, what will be the total volume of 100 candles?

Walter goes to a hobby store to buy the wax for his candles. The wax costs $0.10 per ounce.
If the weight of the wax is 0.52 ounce per cubic inch, how much will it cost Walter to buy the wax
for 100 candles?

If Walter spent a total of $37.83 for the molds and charges $1.95 for each candle, what is Walter’s
profit after selling 100 candles?

Score 2:

The student made a rounding error when finding the volume, did not find the cost of
the wax, and made an error in finding the profit.
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Question 36
36 Walter wants to make 100 candles in the shape of a cone for his new candle business. The mold
shown below will be used to make the candles. Each mold will have a height of 8 inches and
a diameter of 3 inches. To the nearest cubic inch, what will be the total volume of 100 candles?

Walter goes to a hobby store to buy the wax for his candles. The wax costs $0.10 per ounce.
If the weight of the wax is 0.52 ounce per cubic inch, how much will it cost Walter to buy the wax
for 100 candles?

If Walter spent a total of $37.83 for the molds and charges $1.95 for each candle, what is Walter’s
profit after selling 100 candles?

Score 2:

The student made a rounding error in finding the volume, and calculated the ounces of
wax, but not the cost.
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Question 36
36 Walter wants to make 100 candles in the shape of a cone for his new candle business. The mold
shown below will be used to make the candles. Each mold will have a height of 8 inches and
a diameter of 3 inches. To the nearest cubic inch, what will be the total volume of 100 candles?

Walter goes to a hobby store to buy the wax for his candles. The wax costs $0.10 per ounce.
If the weight of the wax is 0.52 ounce per cubic inch, how much will it cost Walter to buy the wax
for 100 candles?

If Walter spent a total of $37.83 for the molds and charges $1.95 for each candle, what is Walter’s
profit after selling 100 candles?

Score 1:

The student found the volume of one candle, but no further correct work was shown.
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Question 36
36 Walter wants to make 100 candles in the shape of a cone for his new candle business. The mold
shown below will be used to make the candles. Each mold will have a height of 8 inches and
a diameter of 3 inches. To the nearest cubic inch, what will be the total volume of 100 candles?

Walter goes to a hobby store to buy the wax for his candles. The wax costs $0.10 per ounce.
If the weight of the wax is 0.52 ounce per cubic inch, how much will it cost Walter to buy the wax
for 100 candles?

If Walter spent a total of $37.83 for the molds and charges $1.95 for each candle, what is Walter’s
profit after selling 100 candles?

Score 0:

The student gave a completely incorrect response.
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